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As soon as the words fell, the rays of light hitting the black wind stopped suddenly with George Han’s 

hand, and just held on. around the black wind. 

However, the black wind was already surrounded by the line, and he had no chance to escape at all. 

“Go!” As the 

words fell, the light directly softened from the straight line, tightly binding it like a fairy rope. 

The uncountable lines came up in a package, and Hei Feng was like a packed dumpling. No matter how 

hard he struggled, it was still difficult to break free from George Han’s bondage. 

“Roar!” 

He roared angrily at George Han, to prevent the Buddha because he was dissatisfied with George Han, 

and also to prevent the Buddha because he was disdainful of George Han. 

Although he did fail in the gamble just now, it didn’t mean that George Han could take this opportunity 

to turn a defeat into a victory. 

In the face of absolute strength suppression, George Han could only obtain some small 

advantages , but he would definitely not be able to control the situation. 

Therefore, his roar at George Han is more like roaring at George Han in the air. You are doing so many 

tricks, but in my eyes, it’s just garbage. 

George Han was not at all angry and looked at the lava monster indifferently, unaffected by any 

emotions. 

“Broken!” 

Bang Bang Bang! 

There was another burst of continuous explosions that were more violent than before. At the same 

time, there were sixty-four strands and sixty-four clones tied together in this line. 

The explosive power of the lines bound by the clones is enough to make Hei Feng shout at this time. 

While Hei Feng was in pain, he slowly came over again. For him, George Han’s might was nothing more 

than that. 

He looked at George Han and snorted coldly. 

It seems to be explaining to him that George Han only has this ability? 

He didn’t 

cause any serious injury to himself at all, everything was just as simple and easy as scratching. 



George Han didn’t even smile. Of course, he knew that the damage he caused to the lava monster was 

very limited, but George Han didn’t pursue huge damage to him. 

Can it be done with George Han’s ability? Of course it can be done. 

But where is the meaning? Killing him, he will only be resurrected and become stronger. How long this 

formation can last is already unknown. 

So, killing him doesn’t make any sense at all. 

The real correct way is actually very simple. 

Consume him! 

Leave him alive, so that he cannot be resurrected through death. After that, when he couldn’t get 

stronger, he consumed his energy frantically. 

To a certain extent, it seems a bit idiotic to want to consume a 

behemoth , but here in George Han, some things make sense. 

He has a large formation, and he can completely use the current formation to trap lava monsters. 

Naturally, lava monsters consume a lot of money. 

However, if you just want to rely on this to consume dead lava monsters, it is also a bit of a fool’s dream. 

After all, his base is there. 

It is very likely that when George Han used up the goods, he said goodbye in advance because of the 

energy exhaustion. 

The mountain with the difference in size has to be considered. 

However, the fact that George Han dared to do this does not mean that he has no plans. 

George Han also has a trump card, too false! 

In this way, the energy of two George Han may be able to cooperate with the formation, and have a 

good time with this monster. 

Thinking of this, George Han did not respond to the lava monster at 

all. With a move of his hand, the sixty-four clones moved again, and the black lines and the light came 

out in two sets. 

In the gossip array, the monster couldn’t find George Han’s figure. After trying several times, he chose to 

give up after failing, and used his own energy to compete with the double rays of light. 

Right in the middle! 

George Han sneered, and then he continued the battle directly with him. 

Bang bang bang! 

In the space, explosions continued and sounded again and again. 



The old man smiled lightly and let out a long sigh: “I really thought this silly boy couldn’t turn his head 

around. Now, he finally found a way. 

” It’s done .” 

After he finished speaking, he looked at the dry blood moon: “Senior brother, it’s time to take the most 

critical step.” 

“Just, I don’t know whether this is a surprise or a shock to George Han. What?” 
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the words fell, the old man looked at George Han, and the whole person also showed a meaningful 

smile. 

outside the space. 

Amelia Su and Ziqing had been waiting for several days, and the two women were already very anxious, 

and then the anxiety became paralyzed. 

For many days in a row, the two women have almost filled their disappointment. 

“Sister Amelia Su, Brother Three Thousand will not be in any danger, right?” Ziqing said anxiously. 

After George Han entered the barrier, the two women left the lava monster’s residence with the help of 

the shadow and returned to the original inner circle. 

However, since the call, there has been no news from George Han, so how could the two women not be 

in a hurry. 

Amelia Su shook her head. In fact, she didn’t know this at all, and she was definitely more worried than 

Ziqing, but she knew very well 

that she was the backbone of the two. If even she was confused, then the situation It will only get 

worse. 

At this moment, the shadow came back. 

Seeing the shadow, Amelia Su could no longer contain her inner anxiety, got up hastily, walked in front 

of the shadow, and said, “Is there any news from George Han’s side? 

” You have to ask me at least ten times a day, and the two of you add up to a full twenty times. You are 

not annoying, I am tired of hearing it.” 

“Have you seen me noticeably less frequently these days? I’m scared.” 

After being quiet in this barrier for so long, the two women were like sparrows asking George Han every 

day, which made him extremely distressed. 

Although he sometimes wished to be more lively, this was not the case. 

It’s not too lively to be too much. 

Amelia Su lowered her head a little embarrassedly: “I’m sorry, but…” 



“I understand, you are also worried about his safety.” 

With his words, the two women’s feelings of being scolded finally recovered, but the next sentence , but 

he sighed and said: “Actually, why don’t I want to know something about him?” 

Hearing him say this, the two girls were very lost again. 

Seeing the appearance of the two women, Hei Ying sighed again and shook his head helplessly: 

“Actually, you don’t have to worry too much. As long as he successfully enters the barrier, it shouldn’t 

be a big problem.” 

“Really? It’s your comfort. The two of us?” Zi Qing raised her head. 

“Your emotions have nothing to do with me. I won’t find nice words to comfort 

anyone . I’m just telling the truth.” Hei Ying said: “In the barrier, there are two boss-level characters, 

Han If George Han goes in, you will definitely meet them.” 

“They will help George Han.” 

Amelia Su felt a lot more at ease: “There is still…” 

“Yes, the entire prohibition is extremely effective. It’s complicated and huge, and it was built by the 

sacrifice of two seniors.” Sombra said. 

With his affirmation, Amelia Su was relieved a lot. With such two boss-level characters in it, George Han 

should be safe. 

“The two of them know the situation outside and know George Han’s specialness, so they will definitely 

try their best to help George Han. 

“ 

George Han’s potential, but I also have to remind you that the lava monster is always the last huge 

hurdle.” 

“I have already returned to the previous scene, and the lava monster is not there, so I am almost certain 

that the two seniors are helping George Han, and the counterattack against the lava monster is also 

happening at the same time.” 

“George Han will either become a god in a single thought, or a single thought will be separated from 

your life and death.” 

“In short, if he wins the bet, the lower limit will not be low and the upper limit will be extremely high in 

the future, but in other words, if he loses, he will never be born again. .” 

Amelia Su and Ziqing looked at each other in a daze, they thought that George Han’s situation was very 

dangerous, but far from thinking that it would be so dangerous… 
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“Then what can we do for him?” Amelia Su asked. 



In fact, she knew very well that it was impossible to help George Han with her ability, but when she 

heard that George Han was in such a dangerous situation, her heart was always ****, trying to do 

everything possible to help George Han. thousand. 

Sombra shook his head with almost no suspense, and didn’t even want to talk more about this issue. 

“The truth of everything, don’t say that I don’t know, even the two seniors I believe are unknown. 

These, you can only look at the sky, look at him George Han.” Hei Ying finished his words, glanced at the 

two women, and said, “You two. You two should wait patiently.” 

Immediately afterwards, the shadow flashed and disappeared in front of the two women again. 

Watching the shadow leave, the two women’s nervous hearts not only did not have the slightest 

consolation, but instead fell into deep anxiety because of his sudden appearance and those words. 

“ 

Sister Amelia Su, what should I do? Otherwise, let’s go back and check the situation again? If there is 

anything we can help, we can also…” Zi Qing said. 

Amelia Su shook her head. 

With their strength, no matter whether George Han needs help or not, it is still not something they can 

help. 

In their past, Amelia Su believed that apart from being a stumbling block for him, there was absolutely 

no other help. 

“Let’s stay here obediently.” 

“Ziqing, if it’s okay, make the tent better.” 

Hearing Amelia Su’s words, Ziqing couldn’t believe her ears. 

What time is it now, the eyebrows are burning, but Amelia Su is still not anxious at all, and even asks 

herself to tidy up the tent? ! 

She really doesn’t understand, why is that? ! 

Amelia Su knew that Ziqing didn’t understand, but 

she had her own ideas. 

Since she can’t help George Han on the battlefield, then she will silently play her role as a good helper. If 

George Han comes back at the time, there is a comfortable place at home for him to rest, wouldn’t it be 

more okay? 

Thinking of this, regardless of whether Ziqing can understand or not, Amelia Su took the lead. 

Zi Qing was helpless. Seeing that Amelia Su was busy, she could only follow her to decorate the tent for 

temporary residence. 



Although the conditions were extremely limited, under the busy work of the two women, it didn’t take 

long for the tent, which was originally rather rudimentary to be built with only cloth, and soon had its 

walls and its bed. 

The bed was made of hay, and while it certainly didn’t look pretty, it was dry and soft. 

In this kind of environment, this is already a very good enjoyment. 

After all 

this , Amelia Su was already sweating, Ziqing couldn’t help but said, “Sister Amelia Su… I said something 

ugly, what’s the use of us doing this here?” 

“I mean, three It would be better if Brother Qian came back, if there is any danger… He…” 

Zi Qing did not continue, but the meaning was already clearly expressed, and this was the biggest 

confusion in her heart. 

Amelia Su forced a smile: “He will definitely come back.” 

“Why is he willing to let go of me and let go of Han Nian?” 

Although she smiled, Zi Qing could understand Amelia Su’s worry and sadness hidden in her eyes. 

At that moment, she was infected by Amelia Su’s strength, and also moved by Amelia Su’s strength. 

Thinking of this, all the doubts in Zi Qing’s heart were instantly put behind her head, and turned to be 

full of firm beliefs. 

“Sister, you’re 

right, brother George Han will definitely come back.” 

After she finished speaking, she got up and actively ran outside to collect more hay. Ziqing had already 

made up her mind. She not only wanted to change the current room More comfortable, but also make it 

more beautiful and warmer. 

As soon as the three thousand brothers came back, the Buddha returned to his private residence and 

experienced the best rest. 

Seeing that Ziqing was busy, Amelia Su finally had time to release her emotions. She had tears in the 

corners of her eyes and looked up at the sky. Tears flowed down. 

“George Han, are you okay? Do you know how much I miss you? Promise me, you must come out 

safely.” When the 

words fell, she closed her eyes, like a devout, silently begging for George Han and prayer. 

At this time, George Han in the enchantment space… 
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The battle with the lava monster has been going on for a long time, even with the blessing of the 

formation and the use of Taixu, but it is right George Han is still sweating profusely for such a super-

sized monster as the lava monster. 

The huge internal friction has made him look extremely bad, but he still insists. 

“fu**.” George Han scolded depressedly. 

I have been fighting this monster for a long time in the war of attrition, but this guy is really like an ant, 

and it is an elephant. No matter how much he does, the damage and consumption caused to it are all 

extremely limited. 

And he has already used Taixu now. If he can’t exhaust it any more, then George Han’s technique this 

time will mean a complete failure. 

Of course, this failure spills over into the bigger picture. 

So, now is the most critical moment. 

Success is success, failure is 

eternal failure! 

“Roar!” 

In the big formation, the monster roared furiously. It was not as tenacious as it looked on the surface. In 

the frenzied consumption of George Han, although the wound on his body was not fatal, it was enough 

to make him extremely painful at the same time. , into weakness. 

George Han has George Han’s abacus. Naturally, it also has its own calculations. 

Seeing that George Han is just a mere human boy, he can only choose another method that he thinks is 

very suitable when he can’t attack George Han’s real body at all. 

Consume! 

I spent 3,000 yuan with Han. 

With his size and his cultivation, it is simply disdainful to him. 

As long as he keeps dying, it won’t take long for that kid to be consumed in reverse by himself. 

And at that time, hum, he can turn defense into offense in a quiet way. 

But the plan is beautiful, but the reality 

is somewhat cruel. It has been exhausting for a long time. Now he is exhausted physically and mentally, 

and he is completely devoid of energy. 

But Han 3,000 is good. It’s just a little bit bigger than a human race, but it doesn’t mean to be tired at all. 

On the contrary, when it comes to this meeting, it is more and more courageous. 

He really has some doubts about life. 



Previously, this guy supported so many clones without any flaws, and he thought that he had met a 

strange flower. 

But this one is not over yet, and it is so special that now this is a big spectrum from the world, he is just 

speechless. 

What’s that kid for? 

Don’t talk about him, even if it is himself, if he continues to consume so much, then it is estimated that 

he will never be able to be like him now, and he is still fierce. 

But he had doubts in his heart, but he still had to do the hard work on the face, and he had to grit his 

teeth to resist George Han’s attack. 

The only hope is that this kid is just pretending, but in fact he is already empty and powerless. 

Two people, or this one person is strange, and they spend a few hours in this wonderful mutual 

suspicion and mutual jealousy. 

You attack and I defend on both sides, you do not give in to each other, and you come and go with each 

other. 

Until another half an hour. 

“Roar!” 

With the monster roaring abruptly, the surrounding atmosphere scattered wildly, and George Han 

hurriedly withdrew slightly. 

It seems that, judging from the current situation, this guy doesn’t want to continue like this. He is really 

angry and even wants to fight to the death with himself. 

But after a while, George Han’s dignified eyebrows were relaxed again, and there was even a faint smile 

on his face. 

“Looking at your madness, obviously, the real energy in your body has been dissipating crazily. It seems 

that I will be smashed to pieces 

.” George Han sneered. 

Heifeng did not speak, but its shape was hideous, obviously just as George Han said. 

“To be honest, your appearance is really scary. I even believe that anyone who is a little timid will 

definitely be frightened by you.” 

“However, it’s a pity that I met you, And you also met me.” 

George Han finished his words, and there was only endless disdain and ridicule in his eyes, Hei Feng 

does look a little scary now, and the breath he releases now can make anyone daunted. 

But George Han was not afraid at all. 

Is George Han not afraid of death? Obviously not! 



To be precise, people in this world who are unwilling to leave are afraid of death. George Han is also a 

member of this ranks, and he is also reluctant to bear Amelia Su and Han Nian. 

The fundamental reason why George Han is not afraid is that he knows that he will not die, he won… 
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the words fell, George Han smiled slightly, looking at the black wind like a dead man. 

Hei Feng was obviously surprised. It was obvious that George Han’s words were true, and he really saw 

through his last trick. 

Under the constant attacks, Hei Feng was already riddled with holes, and he was obviously quite 

powerless against George Han’s next attack. 

He had to make a final counterattack, and he had to make a final response. 

He had an element of intimidation, but he didn’t expect that George Han would see through it at a 

glance, without giving himself the slightest face. 

He was angry, but also had a slight guilty conscience because he was seen through. 

But riding a tiger is already difficult, since it has been installed on this, naturally there is no way to 

retreat. 

He roared, black energy all over his body rolled wildly, and in the next second, he suddenly rushed 

towards George Han. 

I don’t know if this guy exploded his potential in anger, or if this guy ran 

into a dead mouse. This time, he actually attacked the real body among the three thousand sixty-four 

clones of Zhongzhong Han. Come. 

This time, George Han, who was originally very indifferent, was completely dumbfounded. 

The fu** is okay too? ! 

With a strange cry, George Han didn’t have time to think about it. The matter had come to this point, he 

had no choice but to resist. 

“The formation is upside down.” 

With a light drink, sixty-four figures moved at the same time. 

Immediately, the sixty-four rays of light were lit up again, and rushed towards the black wind in a 

parallel cross. 

Not to be outdone, Hei Feng suddenly attacked George Han at full speed. 

George Han gritted his teeth and shouted angrily: “Do you think I’ll be afraid of you like this?” 

“It’s the real body, so what?” 



George Han roared, I don’t pretend to be, I’m a showdown The appearance of the man, the blood in his 

eyes suddenly condensed, and for a while, he directly attacked the black wind without being polite. 

He really has nothing to 

worry about . For him, the black wind in front of him is just the last struggle. Most of his mind and body 

have already disappeared in the face of the previous protracted war of attrition. 

Of course he’d be happy to have a Reservoir Dog delivered to his door. 

The sixty-four incarnations immediately turned into a single strand, directly confronting the black wind. 

Boom! 

The two came into contact again, and the surroundings were still explosive. 

It’s just that, obviously different from the last time, this time the encounter between the two is 

definitely not as intense as the first time. Of course, the person at the disadvantage is no longer George 

Han. 

The two were almost evenly matched, and for a while it was indistinguishable. 

George Han has the advantage of George Han, he is young and strong, his body is strong, and he has the 

tendency to not be afraid of tigers when he is born. 

The monster lost here, but the victory was that the skinny camel was bigger than the horse. This guy’s 

body was still strong 

. Although his body had turned into a black wind, the speed up did not mean that his defense would be 

weakened. 

Especially in the link of the bombing, there is no need for too much defense, so the trend of monsters is 

equally fierce and unstoppable. 

Although the sixty-four rays of light did not have the pull of the clone, they were driven by George Han’s 

real body, and they were able to withstand Heifeng’s body in a flash. 

And Hei Feng didn’t care about the pain from the explosion on his body at this time. He only had George 

Han in his eyes, and he only had the idea of defeating him fiercely. 

Thinking of this, he snorted loudly, and in the next second, his aura was fully on. 

Suddenly, George Han only felt that he was hit head-on by a super mountain again. The strong pain 

made George Han feel a sweetness in his throat at first, and then his body kept retreating in the 

confrontation. 

In front of his absolute strength, there is no need to think about it, no 

one can resist, including George Han. 

Seeing George Han keep going backwards, although Hei Feng didn’t say anything else, he could already 

see his sneering smile from his cold humming. 



In his eyes, George Han thought that if he saw through himself, he would definitely win, but in fact, he 

ignored the most important point, the thin dead camel was bigger than the horse. 

He really thought that he was completely returning to the light, but even so, he was enough to kill 

George Han in this short period of time. 

Thinking of this, he continued to hit George Han with all his real energy, leaving no room for anything. 

George Han was defeated, and it was naturally hard to resist, but in the process of retreating, George 

Han smiled: “You are now using all your energy and energy to kill me, I will die soon, but you have 

thought about it. No, what if someone else suddenly attacked you at this time?” As the 

words fell, a golden red light suddenly came from a distance… 
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He is immortal, not only George Han knows this, he himself is more aware. 

Therefore, his mentality is different from others. 

Sometimes, this is a good thing, and it will promote his stubbornness, but sometimes, it is a bad thing, 

and it will make him go forward without some consideration. 

George Han has always believed that since the mind is the greatest treasure bestowed on mankind by 

God, it should make good use of this treasure. 

Even more anciently, people rely on their heads to stand on top of all animals, which is already the 

greatest evidence and convincing. 

He had been irritated by George Han for a long time. Now, he finally seized the opportunity to kill 

George Han. Of course, he would not let it go easily. 

In addition, he is not afraid of life and death, and naturally he is more open to hands and feet 

. Therefore, George Han has already predicted that this guy will definitely attack George Han without 

reservation in this opportunity. 

What George Han has to do is to resist this wave of attacks, or in other words, to persist as long as 

possible in this wave of attacks. 

So that the old man can complete the sneak attack from behind! 

Everything went according to George Han’s plan. Even if the black wind found that the red and gold light 

was killing him, it was almost impossible to dodge. 

He was completely held back by George Han, and his inner anger did not allow him to give up attacking 

George Han. 

Moreover, he himself is not afraid of death, and he even has some expectations that someone can kill 

him at this time. 

Because, once he can be reborn, all the suffering he has suffered at the moment will 



disappear , and he can be resurrected with full blood. At that time, he will definitely kill this hateful 

human bug. 

Of course, including that pesky red and gold light and shadow! 

Simply, he did not make any resistance directly, and continued to attack George Han with all his 

strength. 

The red and golden light and shadow came quickly, and suddenly it had invaded Hei Feng’s back. 

However, he did not directly slap Hei Feng with his palm to kill him, but stood behind him. The entire 

body exploded with a bang, turning into countless dots of light. 

These little lights are all around the black wind, like the stars in the night sky, scattered and arched by 

the moon. 

“Three thousand, you did a good job.” From somewhere, the voice belonging to the old man came out. 

His voice was obviously much more serious than before 

. 

To prevent Buddha, it is like parting from life and death. 

“However, our mission has not yet been completed, and our journey has only just begun.” 

“It’s just that the road is very long, and the people who walk on it are always young people. The distance 

that my brother and I can lead you forward is not enough. More, at least now, maybe we will come to an 

end.” 

“Maybe we will never have the opportunity to meet again, but before leaving, I still want to tell you that 

you can disappear in this world before leaving here. I’m very pleased to have known a young man like 

you before.” 

“Senior…” Hearing the sadness in the old man’s words, George Han had a bad feeling. 

“The monster is immortal, so no matter what method we use, 

we can’t kill him. However, this doesn’t mean anything. We were able to trap him once, and naturally, 

there are ways to trap him the second time. Time.” 

“But the blood moon has already…” George Han said bitterly. 

The blood-red light of the blood moon has dissipated, and even the last body has been broken by 

himself. According to what the old man said earlier, the formation eye has almost been broken. 

Before long, the ban will even disappear here, and the monster will be completely uncovered. 

“Yes, the blood moon is gone, this place will slowly disappear soon, but I have already found a new 

forbidden place for him.” The old man smiled. 

George Han looked at him puzzled, he smiled: “It’s you, George Han’s body!” 

“What?” 



“I want you, eat him!” 
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Hear this, I can’t wait for George Han, who is completely dumbfounded, to react, but Hei Feng has 

already heard the sound lol. 

Although he couldn’t speak, it was obvious that its laughter had already told everything he wanted to 

explain. 

Yes, he was laughing at this sentence, and at the old and the young behind him and the two big idiots 

behind him. 

eat him? ! 

What level is he? What terrifying level is his body? 

With one George Han alone, he actually wants to eat him? ! 

It is not bragging to say that the person who can eat him in this world has not yet been born! In the past, 

the gang of living wastes in this forbidden area could not gather around themselves, let alone hurt him 

and eat him. 

And what is this weak boy in front of him? 

In comparison, there is a huge gap between this kid and any of those people. 

Of course, such 

a mere boy opened his mouth and said he wanted to eat him, which was more funny than any joke. 

Being laughed at by the enemy was originally a very speechless and angry thing. Whether it was right or 

wrong, it should be forced back. 

But this time, George Han not only didn’t have the slightest urge to refute, but even wanted to give the 

other party a big compliment, because George Han himself believed that it was right for monsters to 

laugh at them. 

Looking at George Han’s appearance, the old man smiled lightly: “What? George Han, are you afraid?” 

“Afraid?” George Han was very unfamiliar with this word, and smiled bitterly: “In my dictionary, I’ve 

never been afraid of the word. It’s just…” 

It’s just that some things, a fool’s dream is a fool’s dream, and it can’t be easily matched by one’s own 

thoughts or other things. 

“You think you’re impossible, just 

like he thinks you’re impossible, right?” The old man smiled lightly. He didn’t seem surprised or angry at 

George Han’s discouraged expression. 

He seemed to have expected George Han’s reaction. 



“George Han, you don’t have to believe anyone’s words, but you must believe enough in yourself. I can 

tell you clearly that no one in this world can do this anymore except you.” 

“Remember . What I told you, we can never take something that is not possible and bet such a huge 

sacrifice.” 

“We are not fools.” 

“You are not fools.” A 

paragraph directly hit George Han’s heart was a little chaotic, but after stirring up even bigger waves, 

George Han’s heart was quickly calmed down. 

Yes, what he said is actually not without reason. 

They sacrificed 

so much, paid so much, and even gave up the ban that had been quiet for so many years, just for such a 

child’s play? 

No matter how you look at it, this should seem impossible. 

So, what the old man said should be true. 

In this world, it is really only possible to be able to eat this monster. 

Seeing that George Han’s eyes returned to normal, the old man smiled lightly: “This fellow will definitely 

move madly in your body, but you don’t have to worry, we will help you.” 

George Han nodded. 

He is beginning to wake up now that everything before was an appetizer, and now is the real highlight. 

“Remember, stick to your own mind, you have experience in fusion with the dragon, and I don’t need to 

say more, right?” 

George Han nodded again. 

Now that this is the situation, it is naturally difficult to 

ride a tiger , and besides, he himself has no other choice. 

“Very good. In addition, let me tell you, if you can succeed this time, not only will your cultivation be 

fully recovered, but you will even store the energy of an undead monster in your body. The benefits of 

each are, I don’t need to say more, but you can taste it carefully.” The old man smiled. 

George Han smiled bitterly, how could he not know what the demon dragon brought, and it was still a 

monster whose size was double the size of the demon dragon, thinking about it, it gave me a headache: 

“This is you and that Was it the surprise that the senior kept telling me about it?” The 

old man also laughed, but he nodded again soon: “Isn’t it a surprise?” 

“It’s a surprise, but I believe its own fright is more than enough. It’s more than a surprise.” George Han 

finished his words, opened his eyes and looked at the old man: “I’m ready to eat, let’s start!” 
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“Roar!” 

Hearing the two openly discuss this in front of the monster, the monster only feels full of disrespect. 

He roared angrily, and the anti-Buddha was saying that if you two little ones still want to eat me, I will 

make you cramps and bones. 

The old man smiled coldly: “Okay, then I will give you a gluttonous feast, so that you can eat enough at a 

time.” As soon as 

the voice fell, the golden red light flashed directly, and the black wind was entangled even more fiercely. 

. 

The golden light restraint keeps shrinking, trying to compress the black wind directly to the smallest 

state. 

“Don’t be careless, use all your strength.” 

George Han nodded obediently after hearing the old man’s instructions. He could now clearly feel that 

Heifeng’s attack on him had weakened a lot. 

Therefore, at this time, he can pull out his hand and use all his strength directly according to the old 

man’s words. 

Full push! 

In an instant, George Han no longer retreated, but on the contrary, he was evenly matched 

and confronted fiercely. 

The front attack was not smooth, and then there were wraps and pulls. For a time, the black wind was 

directly in a difficult situation, unable to advance or retreat. 

“Break it for me!” The 

old man’s voice roared angrily, and the next second, its entanglement became even more ferocious. For 

a while, the black wind still had a bit of a black wind, but it was more like a golden red cloud. 

However, its size is shrinking like crazy. 

The monster roared angrily, and at the same time there was a trace of panic in his eyes. 

He knew that the guy who dominated the body in the red and golden light was playing with him at the 

moment. 

Is this old thing really crazy? ! 

In order for this kid to swallow himself into his body, he didn’t even want his own consciousness? You 

know, this will keep him forever. 

But even so, so what? 



Relying only on his broken soul and such a soft human boy, he 

just wanted to overwhelm him like a dream. 

Impossible! 

At the beginning, I would not be defeated by him, and today, I will not be the same! 

When the words fell, the black wind frantically blessed, resisting the package of the black gold light. 

Originally, Black Gold Light had some advantages, but with the outbreak of Black Gold Light, the two 

suddenly became rivals with each other. 

The black wind was only the size of a bicycle, and it stopped here. 

On George Han’s side, although they really have an advantage in reserve, it is extremely difficult to 

maintain the current balance in the face of absolute power. 

Right now, it is a situation of balance, but it is also a situation in which neither side can do anything 

about the other. 

“Humph!” 

The monster snorted coldly, as if showing off and declaring war. 

He seems to be telling the two of you, even if you two work together, even if you are an old man who is 

playing dirty behind your back, but if you want to achieve your goal 

, dream! 

“Senior, we are completely deadlocked with him. No one can do anything to the other. What should we 

do?” 

George Han was a little anxious. The opponent’s strength was too strong. In terms of balance, it is 

obvious that some people think too much. 

This is like two trains not giving way to each other, and they have to fight to win on one railroad track. 

Although the two sides are evenly matched, neither can shake the other. 

But not a small feather can change this balance. 

But right now, there are no other people around who can help him. 

Amelia Su and Ziqing obviously belonged to Feather. It was very difficult for them to help. The shadows 

were fierce enough, but how could he get in? ! 

George Han was completely desperate. Every move was actually going according to plan, and most of 

the results were 

almost exactly the same as what he had predicted. 

But it happened to be at this most critical juncture, because every step may have a little deviation, and 

finally condensed into such a huge sand. 



So much so that it is impossible to shake the balance at all. 

damn it! 

George Han gritted his teeth, the most difficult time had not yet come, but he directly encountered 

obstacles. 

“Is there any way to delay it?” George Han compromised and asked the old man Xiang Xiang. 

As long as this period of time has passed, the monster will definitely consume himself completely, and at 

that time, the advantage will come to him again. 

Unfortunately, the old man shook his head helplessly: “You can drag, but I…” 

He didn’t go on, but obviously, he was weaker than that monster. 

This is how to do? ! 

In this way, it would be even more unfavorable for George Han and others to drag it on. 

“Have you forgotten me?” 

Suddenly, a voice came with a smile… 
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Both sides were completely dumbfounded, George Han did not reflect it for a while, and the monsters 

over there were obviously not expected. 

The two sides were stagnant for dozens of seconds, and then a light slowly spread down. 

The faint blood-red color is extremely dazzling and eye-catching in this darkness. 

Although its body is not bright. 

“Yes…is it him?” George Han suddenly remembered who this red light was. 

The old man was also full of shock: “Senior brother?” 

Without him, other than George Han and the old man, there was only the old man who taught George 

Han to become holy. 

“What’s the matter? Is this place just the two of you?” he chuckled softly. 

Yes, George Han really completely forgot about him. Seeing the old man again now is naturally a 

pleasant surprise, especially at such an important moment when help is urgently needed. 

“Senior, it’s great that you can show up at this time, we need your help.” George Han said in a hurry. 

“Roar!” 

Hei Feng roared at the old man, as if to warn him not to interfere at will, and also to tell him that if he 

were to join in, then the final result would be exactly the same as the old man beside him now. Destroy 

all spirits and souls, and never rebirth. 



“Hmph, scare me?” The old man smiled disdainfully: “I’m tired of staying in this broken place for a long 

time, life is better than death, who would care? Come on, make your own choice, do you want us to do 

it, or yourself Obediently be eaten.” 

Hei Feng roared angrily, obviously not admitting defeat. 

Seeing this, the old man was not used to it, and an extremely red blood light immediately blessed him. 

In an instant, the wrapped black wind directly flashed a dazzling light, and at the same time, the entire 

body 

was rapidly shrinking. 

“It’s now, George Han.” When the 

words fell, George Han didn’t dare to neglect at all, and opened his mouth directly, and almost at the 

same time, the golden red light also turned into a light smoke with black wind and poured directly into 

George Han. Thousands of mouths. 

George Han closed his mouth, and for a moment, he only felt that his body had entered the turbulent 

flow of time and space. 

Countless turbulent currents are tearing at his body, causing every inch of his muscle to be constantly 

pulled and torn. 

“Ah, ah, ah!” 

Above the body, various colors of light flashed, whether it was George Han’s body, or the three colors of 

black, gold, and red that entered, each disappearing and the other growing, with George Han’s body 

Qian’s grim face because of pain, looks extremely intimidating. 

“Reversing time and space can help you, and you must remember to stay here.” 

“Remember, either you 

die, or he is subdued and suppressed by you, there is no other way.” 

“If you are lucky enough to live . Go down, then, you must remember one thing, don’t be angry, once 

you are angry, he will be awakened in your body, what kind of reversal will happen to you who are 

occupied by the body at that time, who are we? I don’t know.” 

“Don’t hold any luck, he is different from the blood of the dragon in your body. If it occupies your body… 

It’s hard to imagine.” 

“We want you to suppress him, not by any means. You brought out a stronger Demon King, do you 

understand?” I 

don’t know if it was in the body or in the air, the words of the two old gentlemen were faintly sounded. 

George Han carefully wrote down every word they said, for fear of missing some key words. 

However, he had no way to respond at all, the 



severe pain almost tore him apart, and his sanity was almost filled with pain. 

“George Han, send you a thousand miles, there will be a separation, the relationship between you and 

me will be broken today, and from now on, we will forget each other in the rivers and lakes.” 

“All the fruits are in you, and this place will disappear, but the time and space will be reversed. I’ll stay 

for you for more time.” After the 

words were finished, everything seemed to be quiet, and in the entire black night sky, only George Han 

was still flashing colorfully. 

“Om!” 

“Bang!” 

As the light flashed brighter and faster, the frequency became faster and faster, and then a huge 

explosion sounded, and the entire night was completely blown into a day that couldn’t open our eyes. 

And at the very center of this dazzling light, there are also George Han’s painful roars and screams… 

Boom… 

Outside 

the forbidden area, at this time, it is also shaking wildly with this huge explosion… 
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earth shakes! 

The warm tent that Amelia Su and Ziqing had just set up, almost no one enjoyed it yet, they were 

completely stomped on in this violent shaking, and then the raised mountain soil buried it on the 

ground. 

Amelia Su was in a hurry, after all, this was a residence specially built for George Han. 

However, it didn’t hold up for even a second now, and it completely disappeared. 

Amelia Su wanted to pick it up from the burial, but Ziqing grabbed her arm and shook her head 

desperately: “Sister Amelia Su, don’t pick it up, now the ground is shaking too much, we Hurry up and 

get out of here.” 

Dazzling all around, because of this huge explosion, the ground has been directly lifted several meters 

high, and it was blown up, which was extremely dangerous. 

Amelia Su also knew the 

danger at this time, but she was somewhat unwilling to see the tent that was being submerged more 

and more. 

Zi Qing slammed her heart, and took Amelia Su directly into the air. 

It’s just that the rubble on the ground is still thrown into the air from time to time, which is very 

dangerous. In addition, Zi Qing discovered that the air was full of turbulence. 



For a time, the situation of the two women was not easy. 

While Ziqing was busy, suddenly, Shukuai boulders were directly lifted up by the shock waves and 

attacked the two women. 

When Ziqing found out, several boulders were only a meter or two close to them, and it was impossible 

to block them all in time. 

She could only subconsciously keep Amelia Su behind her to endure the attack from the boulder for her. 

“boom!” 

With a loud bang, a burst of energy directly shattered several strands of energy in front of him . 

Ziqing escaped the catastrophe in a thrilling manner, only to see it when she looked back, it was 

originally caused by the shadow. 

“Senior.” Zi Qing said anxiously. 

Seeing the shadow coming, Amelia Su also suddenly woke up from her loneliness and hurriedly looked 

around. 

Hei Ying glanced around and said anxiously: “This place is about to collapse, two girls, for your safety, 

please leave here immediately.” 

“Collapse?” 

Both women were shocked when they heard these two words . 

They can naturally understand what the so-called collapse means. 

“What about the three thousand?” Amelia Su asked. 

“The collapse of the death zone means that the things that support it are completely ineffective.” Hei 

Ying glanced at the two women, paused, and continued: “This also means that George Han has either 

succeeded or failed. .” 

With such an 

answer , the two women were obviously not at ease. 

Moreover, from the tone of Hei Ying’s words, the two women felt that things might be biased towards 

the latter. 

Otherwise, why would he be in such a hurry to get them out of here? ! 

“If it’s the latter, the monsters will be completely unrestricted. You can go as far as you can, otherwise, 

the monster’s poisonous hands will be ruined.” He sighed and said, “I am afraid that from now on, the 

world will There will be chaos.” 

“But three thousand…” Amelia Su, with tears in her eyes, looked at the place where the dust was 

already billowing, and felt extremely sad for a while. 



Hei Ying shook his head helplessly: “I believe he has done his best, but… some things, some strengths, 

may indeed be impossible for one person to complete.” 

“Of course, he may have completed it too.” 

When the words fell, he looked at the two women: “You are ready, I will send you out of here.” 

Regardless of whether the two women agreed or not, he already started with a black energy, directly 

covering the two women in it. 

“After the death forbidden land collapses, we will no longer exist. I will use my last strength to protect 

you. It can be regarded as the end of the fate between me and you.” 

With a push of his hand, the black energy wrapped the two women and quickly moved towards death. 

out of the zone. 

Although the two women struggled, they were obviously useless and could only watch themselves being 

taken away from the scene by the black energy. 

The two women walked farther and farther, and there were more and more explosions behind the 

shadows watching them leave. In the end, the billowing dust and smoke completely engulfed him… 

After that, an even bigger explosion erupted in the entire death zone… 

 


